Abstract-We propose a novel framework to solre the prohlem of scheduling packets in high-speed input-queued switches with frame-hawed enntml. Our 
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years a lot of attention has been devoted to scalability issues in switching architectures. the main reason being the continuously increasing speed of uansmission lines. and the current uend towards convergence and consolidation of 'networking technologies. I Q (Input Queued) and ClOQ (Combined Input-Output Queued) switches have better intrinsic scalability properties with respect to output queued and shared memory architectures. since they do not require an internal increase in speed. named speedup. with respect to input line speed. in both the switching Idbric and in the buffer used tu store packets waiting to he forwarded.
However. in IQ and CIOQ switches twu prohlenis arise: first. a rather complex queue architecture (named VOQ. Virtual Output Queueing) is required to obtain goud performance and. second. the access to the switching fabric must he controlled by some form of scheduling algorithm which operates on the state of input queues. The scheduling algorithm is often called matching algorithm due to the equivalence with matching in bipartite graphs. This means that control information must be exchanged among line cards. either through an additional data path or through the switching fabric itself. and that intelligence must be devoted to the scheduling algorithm.
either at a centralized scheduler. or at line card? in a distributed manner. The scheduling algurithm complexity is usually the main performance limitation. since the time available to run the scheduling algorithm decreases linearly with the line s p e d (at I0Ghit/s a 64-hytes packet lasts about 50ns). Thus. to achieve good scalability in terms of switch size and port data raw. it is csscntial to rcducc the computational complexity of the scheduling algorithm. as already p'intcd out by other rcscarchcn (c.g.. sec [I] ).
This work was suppolted by the Italian Ministv for Education. University and Research. within the TANGO project.
As most researchers. we refer in this paper (i) to the case uC switches operating on fixed-size cells, (ii) to a synchronous switch operation according tu the cell time named slot. and (iii) tu a bufferless switching Fabric.
Several slot-by-slot matching algorithms have been proposed in the last years [21. 131. 141. [SI. 161. [71. [SI. In all those schemes. the switching configuration is selected at each slot with independent decisions based upon the instantaneous state of input queues. This means that during one time slot the infomiation about the queue state must be communicated from the input cards to the scheduler. which tuns the algorithm to compute the matching. This approach does not scale well when slot times keep reducing due tu the increasing data rates.
Two possible approaches can he pursued to control and reduce the matching complexity. First. cells transmissiuns can he organized in a frame. and matching algorithms can he run once in a time frame 111, 191. [IO] . Second. given the correlatirm in time of queue occupancies. memory of the previous frame can he exploited in a differential scheme to reduce matching complexity [h] . [XI.
In a frame-based matching scheme. a .frame length is defined in terms of a number of slots. and the scheduler act9 on snapshots of queues taken at framc boundaries. A matching algorithm is run oncc in a time frame to obtain the switch configuration in each time slot inside a frame. Thus. the matching algorithm can he run on a time-scale largely independent from the line speed. since the frame length can he tailored by the designer un the basis of the running time of the algorithm. and of the required performance figures (delays tend to increase in frame-based schemes). In other words. this approach permits a conceptually important decoupling of the time scale upon which the switch is controlled from the time scale upon which individual data unit are transmitted. i.e.. a decoupling of the time constraints of the control plane and the data plane.
Differential nxitching exploits the queues state correlatiun to ease the task of the matching algorithm. This approach was pursued in [61. [XI. where the new matching is obtained by comparing simple perturbations of the matching selected in previous slut. It has been recently shown that schedulers based on MWM fail to guarantee 100% throughput in nernurks of interconnected IQ switches. Hence. new policies suited fur networks of interconnected switches were proposed and proved to achieve loO% throughput (see [ I l l . [121. [131). The significance (if those results. however. is mainly theoretical since the proposed 07803-8355-9/04/s20.00 0 2 W 4 EEE. policies appear too complex for a practical implementation in high-specd routers. M(ireover. most of the policies defined in [Ill. [121. 1131 require some form of active coordination and cooperation among different switches. thus either the definition of a new signalling protocol among switches. or the introduction of new fields in the packet format. are required to support them in real n e t w o r k As a consequence, the definition of an optimal scheduling policy that guarantees 100$~ throughput fof networks (if IQ switches and can be efficiently implemented is an interesting research problem.
In this paper we propose-a novel approach based on a , differential frame-based matching scheme: trying to exploit both the frame-based advantages. and the features of differ-: .entia1 schemes. To achieve g o d performance. both-in terms ' : ut' thr&ghput and delay. we design an adaptive scheduling scheme in which the switch configuration sequence is kept dynamicdlly matched to the traffic traversing the switch. A simple closed-bop scheme that is in charge of adapting the scheduling sequence to traffic dynamics is pr(iposed.
We were able to model our scheme in the game theory framework. If we see -all .the possible swiich configurations as possible resource allocations. we will be able tu model the frame-based matching problem as a resource allocation prob-.. . lem. where each virtual output-queue plays the role ol' an agent who is Iryiilg tu buy the switching resources. According to this -mudel. input cards. play. a competitive game to decide their share uf the.switching fabric bandwidth. We apply !he game theory framework to prove the properties of our scheduling algorithm. A unique Nash Equilihiium Point (NEP) [I41 can 1 be proved to exist fur' the game' that models the scheduling algorithm evolution. We further prove the efficiency of the unique NEP. and the convergence of the algorithm to the NEP.
Using these intermediate results.
we are able to prove that our scheduling policy achieves 100% throughput under a large class of input traffic patterns. and that this result holds also in a network of switches. Moreover. we examine the proposed framework in realistic scenarios by simulation. proving the system flexibility arid good performance.
The contribution of the paper. beyond the particular proposed frame-based scheduler. lies in the general framework in which such scheduler is presented. Although the stability * properties and the performance ol the proposed scheme can probably he obtained with simpler heuristics. our framework bears significant flexibility. and enables generalizations. to other interesting performance metrics (i.e.. to other cost functions). while preserving the provability of optimality. 
FRAME-BASED SCHEDULING
Our system is based nn a differential frame-based matching technique. Belore pnividing an overview of the proposed algorithm. described in detail in Sect. IV. we better motivate our approach-and describe more precisely the frame based matching environment.
In a frame-based matching scheme. a frame is defined as a sequence of F consecutive time skits. and the selection of a set of non conflicting cells is performed at the end (if each frame. typically on the basis 01 snapshols of queues state taken at frame boundaries. Thus, the first advantage of frame-based algorithms is that they do not run at the time slot scale since they are executed at frame boundaries.
Note that. whereas the maximum number of non conflicting cells set is equal t o N in an N x N switch for slot by slot algorithms. in the case of frame-based matching the maximum number is N x F . Thus. in frame-based matching. a second step. often named scheduling. is required after the matching priicedure. to determine the order in which the set of nun conflicting dam are transferred in the sequence of time slots within the frame. It is known that the asymptotic sequential complexity of slot-by-slot matching .and framebased matching are comparable, and varies depending on the considered algorithm (between O ( N 3 ) and O ( N 2 ) ) :
howevcr. the complexity of frame-based matching may depend also on the frame size F.
For what regards complexity, the best compromise between complexity and performance has heen-an open and questionable issue in the design of schedulers. It is however important .to note that heuristic matching schemes with acceptable complexities were shown to be more robust to traffic scenarios and provide better performance for frame-based schedulers with respect Io slot-by-slot schedulers (see. e.g.. [IO] ).
The frame length is an important system paranleter that must he chosen with care. jointly with the slot size. Discussing this issue is beyond the scope of this paper. but typical slot, sues are around one hundred bytes. and the frame lengths are around hundredslthonsands of slots. Fixed-size frames are preferred tu variable-size frames since they are best suited to be implemented (their running time is fixed) and to provide bandwidth guarantees to flows: indeed. bandwidth requests can be easily translated in slots per frame. We consider only fixedsize frames in this paper.
Frame-based matching may entail an increase in cell transfer delay through the switch with respcct to slot-by-slot matching: the delay is tied to the framc Icngth. and this effect is evident at low loads. However. givcn the higher efficiency of framebased scheduling with respect to skit-by-slot scheduling (when the algorithms have similar asymptotic sequential complexity). it can he shown that they may provide higher throughput and thus also lower delays at high loads [IO] . Althbugh the .continuously increasing line speed makes the slot time Shiirter when measured in seconds. end-to-end delay guarantees must be satisfied on an absolute basis (e.g.. milliseconds). making easier the task of satisfying delay guarantees within faster switches.
A final advantage of frame-based matching is the reduction in the amount of information that must be exchanged through the switch to run the algorithm. Even if the difference heavily depends on the considered algorithm. the need to exchange less information depends directly from the fact that framebased matching algorithms need to h o w the system state less frequently than slot-by-slot algorithms. Differential approaches. where successive matchings are computed by small perturbations of previous matchings. help in further reducing the amount of information that must be exchanged among line cards to run matching algorithms.
For all the above reasons, we base our proposal on a 07803%355-9/04/S20.00 07.004 EEE.
differential lixed-size frame-based matching algorithm.
We assume that traffic rate estimates are obtained on-line (i.e. in real time) by using a pniper measurement algorithm; the details ( i f this estimate prucess are beyond the scnpe of this paper. but a standard numeric filter based on a n exponential weighted average can be used. Note that the estimation may derived relying on a much simpler use of the queue length information only; this choice. which is very attractive for implementation. dws nut permit a theoretical analysis to be perfornied hut proves to perfiirm very well in simulation.
We take a diiferential appruach: rather than using the latest traffic estimates to determine a new matching, we use this information to mudify the matchings determined in the previous frame. thereby reducing the algorithmic complexity due to traffic correlation among frames.
The algorithm used to modify the matchings is based on a negotiation process run among input cards, with the goal of "purchasing" the right amount of bandwidth. Eac~h inputloutput pair minimizes a cost function: this prucess may increase. decrease or keep constant the amount of slnts assigned to each inputluutput pair within the frame. Note that the algorithm uses traffic rate estimates only to adapt the previnus frame to the modified traffic scenario: thus. it is more suited to a scenario where traffic rates &I not vary dramatically within a frame timc. which however is a rcasonahlc assumption cspccially for core r~iutcrs aggrcgating thousands (if Hows. This choice allows us to ctintrol algorithmic complexity at the price uf a rcduccd system reactivity. Howcvcr. thc system provcs to pnividc gund perhrniancc also when loaded with timc-variant traffic. as shown using simulation results.
I l l . SYSTEM MODEL A N D NOTATION
We consider IQ or CIOQ cell-based switches with N input pons and A' output ports. all running at the same cell rate. The switching fabric is assumed to Ix non-blocking and memoryless. i.e.. cells are only stored at switch inputs and outputs. The average cell amval rate at input i and directed to output j (with i::j = 11: l > ? : . We consider a synchronous operation. in which the switch configuration can be changed unly at slot boundaries. We call inrernill liriie slur the time necessary to transmit a cell from an input toward an output. We call instead m c m a l rime slor the duration of a cell (in input and output lines. The difference between external and internal time slots is due to the switch speed-up. and to possibly different cell formats (e.g.. due to additional internal header fields).
We consider crusshar-like switching fabrics. i.e.. at each internal tinie slol the switching fabric supports up to N parallel connections amung inputs and outputs on which cells are simultaneously transferred. Let S = [sei] be an i V x AT binary matrix which represents the switching coufiguration: s i j = 1 if the switching fabric cunnects input i with output j : otherwise. si? = 0. We typically assume that S represent an inpur/output permutation. i.e. C k sip = 1 and E, .ski = 1 for all i and j .
To avoid overloading any input and output port. the toul average amval rates in cells per external slut must be less than I for all input and output ports: in this case we say that the traffic bading the switch is trdrnissible. that is Note that any admissible traffic pattern can Ix transferred u l a x r (~i ;
without losses in an OQ switch with large enough queues.
IV. SCHEDULING POLICY DESCRIPTION
The sclietluling policy we propose is called SSB (Slot-Selland-Buy) and operates un a fixed-frame horizon: let F denote the frame length in slots. At the beginning (if each frame. the scheduling algorithm is in charge of computing the scheduling plan. i.e.. the set S of switching matrices S(L). with 0 5 k < F. for all the F slots within the frame.
The scheduling algorithm works in two phases: I) Bandwidth-Cnmputatiiin. At the beginning of each frame. matrix R = IOi j ] is evaluated: the element b,, denotes the effective bandwidth allncated in the current frame to inputloutput pair ( i : j). normalized to the external line rate.
2 ) Plan-Scheduling. Given E from the previous phase. the F switching matrices S ( k ) of the scheduling plan S are computed for the current frame. in such a way that
We now describe the two phases in more detail
A. Aand~i~/rti-Curiipiilaliun Phave
We consider a simple algorithm fbr the evaluation cif handwidths 66, assigned tn each inpurlnutpot pair: this algorithm is conceptually inspired by gamc theory concepts.
In our gamc. a different agcnt corresponds to each inputl~iutput pair. A ccnual scheduler interacts with thc agents.
The algorithm is run once per frame. e.g.. at the beginning of the frame. Each agent eventually buys a given amount of bandwidth z ,~: we name X = [ L ,~] the negotiated bandwidth matrix. The central scheduler determines matrix B. which is dependent on X through a baridnidrl~ illlocation function.
The agent decision is taken on the basis of bandwidth needs (possibly determined via some type of measurement in the previous frame) and bandwidth cnsts (issued by the central scheduler). Agents are constrained to limit their bandwidth increaseldecrease requests per frame tu incrementldecrement with respect to the bandwidth assigned to each agent in the previous frame: thus. the scheduler may run a differential algorithm in the plan-scheduling phase. limiting the scheduling complexity.
The central scheduler. on the hasis of the knowledge uf the negotiated bandwidth matrix S assigns a cost per slut per frame 1 0 each agent. The cost per slot is communicated to each agent. who will base its next negotiation evaluation on 0-7803-8355-9/04/$20.00 82004 IEEE.
the hasis of the new costs and of its needs. Note that the agent has no knowledge of the bandwidth purchased by other agents: the system is such that an increment (decrement) of the purchased bandwidth zi3 will result in a corresp(inding increment (decrement) of the bandwidth bij obtained by the scheduler if. the system is not in overload.
We now describe in more detail how the operatiun of slot negotiation works for the agent aij associated with input/~iutput pair ( i l j ) and with queue q,.,We describe the agent behaviur at the beginning uf a generic frame: thus. we do not explicilly indicate the kame index in the nutation. In the sequel. when needed. we will use the notation [n] to indicate that frame with index 'I?, is considered.
Each agent bases its decision on a cost function. which is minimized by each agent tu determine which is the optimal amount of bandwidth to negotiate. The cost function Cij for agent ai, is composed by adding a performance cost function Q and a bandwidth cost function P :
(1)
where I, = zi, is the total amount of bandwidth purchased from input i . and 0, = is the tutal amount of bandwidth purchased towards ourput j .
The term Q(b,;) of Eq. (1) corresponds to a petfortnance cost (penalty). which is a function of the assigned bandwidth bij. If the perfmnance penalty increases. the agent will be induced to buy bandwidth. in order to improve his performance. Otherwise. il. Q ( b i j ) decreases. the agent interests will be to sell handwidth. in order to decrease his final cost.
The term P(s;;> I,: 0,) ofEq. (I) represen& the 6.anduidth cost. that is. the cost of the purchased bandwidth z.;,. It is comp,uted based upon information sent by the scheduler to the agents (Ii and Oj can be not locally known). This term has the goal of indirectly inducing the ageuts to play in a coordinated fashion: to obtain~this goal. the function is set growing to infinity when the total purchased bandwidth for an input or an output is close to the saturation. In other words. this function is infinity when iiiax(Ii:Oj) -1. We will discuss in Sect. V-A all the exact conditions that functions Q ( . ) and P ( .) must satisfy to end up with an efficient and stable SSB game.
Let us clarify the relation between the c a t function and si;. 
where Aij [IJ.] can assume two values {-1: + I } (corresponding to actions of Slot "selling" and. "buying"). according to the following algorithm: We choose to permit only one-slot variations per frame lor simplicity. If we allow A to assume values up to &f!,. the allocated bandwidth may change up to h / F during each frame.
for each inpuVoutput pau. This influences the reactivity of the system to traffic changes: h should be tailored on the basis of the maximum allowed traffic changes. However. the important system parameter is the ratio h / F fixing h, = 1 imposes some constraint on the choice of F , but does not prevent the selection of a correct time constant for the system in operation.
We do not tackle this issue deeply in this paper. whose aim is to describe a Hexible framewurk fur dealing with frame based scheduling. rather than optimizing system parameters.
Note that the above scheme. being based on independent choices made by each agent. may create an overload in overall slot requests: this is a transient phenomenon. given the assumption that the system is not in overload. A simple ceiling scheme to make slot requests feasible is used in slol allocation. Fairness is ensured by a round robin selection among agents.
Fur the computation of the bandwidth allocation matrix in the bandwidth cornputation phase. we consider the folkiwing rule:
In other words. the excess bandwidth is evenly shared among cumpering flows. With this scheme. the maximum bandwidth variation per frame for each input (or output) is I % -slots. This cunstrains the worst case complexity of the plan-scheduling phase. which is differential in nature.
We consider now some realistic cost functions that could be reasonably implemented in real switches. by just looking at the instantaneous queue length at time 11.: the main advantage of this nictric is that it does not rcquirc any knowlcdgc or estimation for A; ; : thus. it is an appealing choice for practical implementations. The intuitive explanation is that. as the queue grows. the inccntivc fur the agent to buy morc bandwidth increases. sincc thc decrease in the cost function is more sensible to the bandwidth. More formally. consider the following petiormance cost. after setting small t > 0:
where E [L,(b,,) ] is the generic relation between the average queue length and the service rate. Since b,, 5 &7803-8355-9/04/%20.00 Q2W IEEE. 
where 1~. 0 < c. 7 < 1. determines the filter reactivity: 1/( 1-01
is the approximate number of frames necessary to correctly estimate a new arrival rate.
ii,[itl =,.&Ill
E. Pl~m-Sclretiirliiilg Phase
The classic Paull algorithm is used to update the scheduling plan. on the basis of R[ii]-B[ir-l]. i.e. to increase or decrease the number of sluts given in llie frame for each inputloutput pair. Paull algorithm was defined to configure rearrangeable circuit switching three-stage Clos interconnection networks.
The equivalence between frame scheduling and the configuration of Clos networks has been deeply discussed in [ l l . Paull algorithm. as described in [16] . may be simply adapted to frame scheduling by looking at the identifier of a middle-stage switching module in a Clos networkas time slot positbn inside the frame. and at each firstlthird stage switching module as an inputloutput port of an IQ switch. The most interesting feature of the Paull algorithm is that it can increase and decrease the bandwidth allocated in a frame with the granularity of a single sbt.
Using the efficient data structure (called "Paull-mauix")
proposed in [161. the computational complexity can be estimated as O ( N ) for each slot addition. and O(1) for each slot removal. Paper [ 151 discusses the implementation details of the algorithm. Note that the complexity is independent from the frame size F. Paull algorithm can be parallelized and be implemented very efficiently in hardware. folhiwing the design ideas of controllers for traditional Clos networks.
V. THE GAME THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE SCHEDULING

POLICY
In this section we will apply basic concepts from game theory in order to prove prqerties of our SSB policy.
A. E.K;stmre of Nosh eqailibria
In the following. we neglect the quantization effect of the bandwidth that each agent can purchase. due to the finiteness of the frame size F. (xi, ~ 1,: 0,) . which wc will cxploit in the hllowing proofs'. . Perfbrmancc cnst:
Hcrc wc briefly summarize the main propcrtics of ahove dcscribed functions. CC3(:ze3* I,. O,), . Q ( h i j ) . P ( : I + . I;: 0,). h,,
2) Q(b8,) is continuous and double derivable. strictly decreasing and strictly convex' function with respect to bi,. where it is finite.
Bandwidth cost:
I ) P(z,,:I,.> 0,) is continuous and doubly derivable.
increasing and strictly convex function with respect
2) P ( z : ;~, I,, 0,) is weakly increasing and weakly con-
to zi, .
vex with respect to I ; and Oi. . Bandwidth alliicdtion: l/X).
I ) b ; j ( : z~j : l i , O i )
at lcast a finite Nash Equilibrium Point (NEP) exists.
Proof? Q ( b f j ( a i j > I,, 0,)) can be immediately verified to be weakly-convex with respect to zij. since Q(bij) is convex. strictly-decreasing and b i j ( z i j : I,, 0,) is concave. Since also P(a,j: ti: 0,) is convex with respect to zii. then C j j (qj ~ I , ~ 0,) is convex with respect to :zLj. Now. if we prove that A V is compact and convex. the existence of a NEP is guaranteed by the Kakutani'fixed point theorem [171. The compactness uf A.y derives immediatey from the fact that it is a closed and bounded subset of R" . Ti) apply the Kahivani theorem. it is unly necessary to show chat '4.y is convex. i.e.. Cor any cuuple of matrices X(') and .X(2) both Proof? Assume by conuadictihn that an infinite NEP X* exists and the corresponding bandwidth is H': then two cases are possible: (i) mas(1:, 0;) = 1. or (ii) b:j = Ai,. for some agent r i i j . In case (i) . say that It = 1: then all agents aik experience an intinite bandwidth .cost: among them there is at least an agent ai, whose performance cost Q(a;) is not infinite since the traffic is admissible. Thus agent a.,l would decrease his own cost by selling bandwidth. and X* cannot hc a NEP. 'The same argument holds in the casc 0; = 1 . In casc (ii). agcnt nij cxpcricnccs an infinitc pcrfurnmance cost Cj(.i;;,). then it would rcducc his own cost by huying somc extra handwidth (whose cost is finitc-sincc nIax( I:. 0;) < 1 ).
-In the errended SSB game. the strategy space A', include also vectors . X for which the constraint bij >_ X i j is violated: PI-oof? Consider a point X ' which is a (finite) NEP for the basic game. Say that agent ai.j of the extended game has bought a* and j.* is the vector of all the other elements of X ' . Consider now the strategy space A, on agent (I.,, conditioned on the other agents' purchased bandwidths ?*, i.e. A, is the restriction of 4.y on a segment: note that the minimum value of A , is the a' such that b(z'>5-) = Xi.+ Because of Corollary 1. z* is an internal point of A,z and Cij(z>j.') is convex with respect to z where it is finite. Hence. a' is a local minimum of Ci,j(zl ?*). Now consider A: defined as the restriction uf Ay, . on the strategy space of agent rr,. Note that A, C A; and z = z* is still a local minimum of Cij(z: ?*). that is a global minimum. hccausc.Ci:j is still convex on .4; whcrc it is finite. Then. the NEP will still remain in X*. W By fullowing the same reasoning uf the proof of Corollary 1. it can be shown:
CoroIIan. 2: For the extended SSB game. all the possible NEPs are finite.
B. NEP rmiqiieness 77reorerri 3:
The extended SSB game admits a unique NEP.
Pro08
By contradiction. assume that twu different NEPs X('' and X(') exists. Consider an agent n i j . We can have four different cases.
Case (a). If tiias(I!')> O:.')) 5 max(I:,'): Or')) then 6 : ; ) 2 6:;). To show this case. we will prove that either the cases To satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions ( 4 )~ it must be:
But the last relation is impossible since P ( z i j -I ( : O j ) is convex in both zii and may (I,, O j ) .
As a conclusion of previous ar uments. we proved that: (a) m a x (~/ " >~j " ) In this case we can neglect maximal rows (ciilnmns) and repeat the previous arguments to the submatrices -Xi') and Xi') containing the elements of X(') and X(') respectively. which are not on maximal rows (columns).
Iterating the reasoning. it results that the contradictions are w avoided only if x(') = x(*).
C. Coiiwgence IO the NEP In this section we discuss the convergence properties of the iterative algorithms to the unique NEP. We consider the scenario in which periociically all agents at the same time upddte the purchased bandwidth. according to the following the lacobi iterative scheme: z;,[f~ + l] = wherc n > 0 and 0 < 6 < I are two parameters of thc algorithm.
27irorm 4: The extended SSB game. adopting Jacobi iterative scheme. converges to the unique NEP for a small enough Proof We only sketch the proof. Let X' be the only NEP to which the matrix B* of instantaneous bandwidth corresponds. Let us consider X[fi]. the algOrithm operational point at time-instant 71.. We suppose that there exists an E > 0 such that both b ; j [ f i ] > Xi, + F and C zij[ii] < 1 -t. In this case we can suppose that aCj ./i)zjj is bounded. i.e.. there exists a finite &I such that lTl < M . This assumption can he relaxed by observing that in all operational points that do not satisfy the previous assumptions the cost functi(in is unbounded. As a consequence. if the system starts from a point that does nOt satisfy the previous assumptions. it will move toward the region that satisfies the previous assumptions. from which it will never escape if n is sufficiently small.
Under previous assumptions it is immediate to prove arrival rate. w k h implies ;he rate stability of the switch as formallv moved in (1131. Theorem I).
.. .
. . defined below is non increasing with respect to n. which implies the equilibrium point X' to he . stable (i.e.. the algorithm converges to the NEP).
D. Ma.rinirim achieru6le rhrouglrpirr
We now prove the sahility properties (if the SSB game. De$nition I: A switching architecture achieves 1005% throughput. or it is rare srable. if where L,, [n.] is thc queue length at the heginning of frame Consider now the case of performance costs given by the average queue length or the average delay (as defined in 'Sec. IV-A). We s a r t to assume an ideal knowledge of the average traffic matrix A. which is admissible.
nteorein 5: Under any admissible traffic pattern that satisfies the strong .law of large numbers. an input-queued switch ,implementing the extended SSB policy asymptotically achieves 1007~ throughput if the frame dimension F is sufficiently large.
Proof? Since 6i3..2,A;j at the NEP. the switching system is rate sable. as formally proved in ([131. Theorem I) . rn
The general assumption that the arrival rates .we known is not practical. When the rates are unknown. qpractical scheme can consider in Q(6,,) some rate estimators Aij instead of A%,.
Luckily. the stability a result continues to hold:
Iheoreni 6: Under any admissible traffic pattern that satisfies the strung law of large numbers. an input-queued switch implementing the exlended SSB policy with online rate estimation asympt6lically achieves 100% throughput. if the kame dimension F is sufliciently large. and the rate estimation converges to the true arrival rate.
Pro08
Under the large F assumption. we can negle,ct the quantization effect. In addition. the traffic estimations A; : , [ill isties the strong law of large numbers. a network of inputqueued switches all implementing the SSB policy asymptotically achieves 100% throughput if the frame dimension F is sufficiently large and the rate estimation referred to entering flows converges to the trne arrival rate.
Proof: The proof immediately comes from the observaLion that. if we are able to prove that the traffic estimations Aij[n] -w.p.1 as n. + m. then repeating the same argument of the previous proof. we can show that the handwidth provided at each switch to every input-output port traffic relation is greater than the corresponding average arrival rate.
which implies the rate siahility of switch networks. as formally proved in (L131. Theorem 1). To prove that A,[n.] tends w.p.1 to A, for n. -CO, we can exploit the same argumcnts of ([13] . Theorem 2).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section. we analyze by simulation the merits of the proposed SSB policy under several possible combinations of performance cost and bandwidth cost functions. When the knowledge of the arrival rates A, is required by the cost function, we use the filter estimators iij given by (3). We test the SSB policy under i.i.d. Bernoulli. arrivals. with both stationary and time-variant traffic. distributed according to a given traffic mahix.
We consider a switch with iV = 32 input and output pons. each running at 10 Gbps. We assume a cell size of 64 bytes. that is 512 bits. a common internal cell format used in switching fabrics. Hence. the slot duration is 51.2 us. We set the size of each VOQ equal to 2000 cells. that is 128
KBytes for each VOQ. and 4 MBytes for the whole input pun. 'The normalized input load p ranges between 0.2 and 0.99: equivalent to data rates between 2 and 9.9 Gbps. We present here only results obtained for frame size F = 128 and 1W4 cell slots. equivalent to a frame duration of 6.5 LIS an$ 6' 2 p s respectively. which we consider good representatives of short and long frame sizes. although several other values of F were considered. We define the following traffic matrices:
. Unijoriiz rroffic: A, = p/iV. This is the most classical scenario considered in thc literature. Almost all thc proposed algorithms in the litcraturc achieve the maximum throughput under this traffic. matrix is usually very critical to be scheduled. and most of the non-optimal algorithms are not able to achieve maximum throughput. This traffic matrix is an intermediate case between the unifnrm and log-diagonal ones. In the following subsections. we show that (i) no throughput limitation is observed even when the cost function does not theoretically guarantee that an equilibrium is reached. (ii) good petiormance in terms of delay are obtained in most scenarios. eYen if a delay penalty should be paid with respect to optimal slot by slot schedulers. (iii) the proposed framework is very flexible. and permits to nbtain differentiated delays by a proper setting of parameters in the cost function.
Lin-rliagonaltrojJc:
A. Performance rmder stational? traffic
To give insights into the system behavior. before examining performance results. we introduce an example of agent behavior in a switch loaded with a log-diagonal matrix. We discuss the temporal evolution of the number of purchased slots during a transient period. i.e.. starting from a slot allocation not matched to the log-diagonal traffic: we assume. at simulation startup. that the nnmber of purchased slots are null Tor all queues. i.e. Fig. 1 shows that the SSB policy achieves the NEP. given that the number of purchased slots takes values close to those derived above. Looking at the leftmost pm of the graph in Fig. I . when the SSB game sIarts. all the agents have bought 0 slots in the frame: hence the received bandwidth is l / N = 0.031 fnr all the agents. This bandwidth is not sufficient IO satisfy the first 4 agents. since their arrival rate is greater than the service rate: thus. the agents keep buying slots. The fifth player. whose service rate 0.031 is greater than the arrival rate 0.0'28. still buys more bandwidth. since the bandwidth price at this time is very low (as known Srom the bandwidth cost function). As sonn as the bandwidth becomes more expensive. the fifth player gives up and starts selling bandwidth. as shown in the curve which decreases for the first agent. All the other agents behave similarly: they buy till they have excess bandwidth. and then. when the cost per bandwidth is too high. they start to sell. till they reach their equilibriuni.
Note that we did not report in the figure the absolute time scale. that strongly depends on the absolute values of system parameters. and that is not significant in this example.
Let us now consider more quantitative simulation results. All the simulations ran for a fixed number of one million 1. " V",,"aI,zd Load PIS. 2. Avsrqe delay for station-uniform traffic. All SSB vcnims achieve the maximum Ihmughpul. time slots. equivalent to 50 ms and to about 6-32 millions of switched cells. depending on the load. The initial transient perin4 was estimated and not considered when collecting performance indices. Thc filtcr reactivity a. when needed in the cost functions. is set to 0.99. such that about 100 frames are required to "learn" the traffic a n i~l rates. equivalent to 0.G ms and 5 ms for F = 128 and F = 1024. respectively.
We considered three versions of the SSB policy. characterized by the use of different performance cnst functions. We use the identifier C for "average queue length. D for "average delay" and Q for "queue length. according to the definitions All the considered versions of SSB achieve 100% throughpur in all traffic scenarios. We simulated also S L I P 141 (with 81 iterations!) and observed that it achieves 8:3.1% maximum thrnughput under Ing-diagonal tralfic and 96.8% under lindiagonal traffic. Fig. 2 and 3 show the average delay for uniform and lindiagonal traffic respectively. The labels in the figures are composed by an identifier of the performance cost. which can be C: (average queue length), D (average delay) and Q (queue length). fnllowed by the frame size. When the frame sire increases. at higher loads the delays decrease since the better granularity permit tn better tune the number of services per frame. On the other hand. at lower loads. the delays increase. since the system state is updated only at frame boundaries. With respect to the throughput-optimal MWM slot (Jf Sect. Iv.
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by slot scheiluler. the periorniance penalty is evident. although acceptahle iii absolute valiies whcii considering the real-time needs of delay sensitive ;applications.
B. Purfhi-irmnrv rriirlvr liirii~-voi-iub/? 1rufJc
We wish to shrIw that. even i t Irmc. schccluling intrinsically implies sliiwer lime dynamics 111:iii sh)t-hy-slor scheduling. still. its reactivity can he considcrc,l suificicnt t o track realistic changes in time-uariant trailic.
We ran tixed simulation runs or ahoul X2 millions. of tinie slots with ksad O.!) (corresponding t o 4.2 seconds and about 2.5 billions of cells). The frame size is set to 1024. which ci~rresyxinds to the slowest reactivity. The traffic is nonstationary. and cycles between two traffic matrices. <\{(') and M ( ' ) with period 1 ' . During a p e r i d oi length 7'. four phases can he identified: in the tirst phase. the arrival rates are kept fixed according to ill('): in the second phase rates change linearly from :\.I(') to !lf('): in the third phase. the traffic finally. in the^ fourth phase rates change linearly from !l'1(2) to A/('). More fnrmally. the arrival rates & ( t ) are given. for each period of length T .
by:
. . matrix is kept fixed and equal to We set AT(') ti) the uniform traffic matrix, M ( ' ) to the lin-diagonal. and the period T = 42 ms. a value that was considered redsondbk to detect realistic traffic dynamics even at the TCP level. For the average delay performance cost. we set a = 0.9 in (3). equivalent 10 about 10 frames (1 ms) required to correctly estimate traffic changes.
No throughput losses were observed. In Table I . we show the average delays for non-stationary traffic under different performance costs. We report. in the right hand side of the table. the delays obtained in the case of stationary traffic. under uniform and lin-diagonal traffic only. It a n be seen that the average delays are very satisfactory when using the queue length. whereas a small delay increase is experienced when using the average delay as performance cost. Thus. the SSB policy appears tu he robust also when considering time-variant traific.
C. Siipporr of dif/runt prioriries
Finally. we want to highlight the SSR policy flexibility: in the same framework. by simply weighting the cost iactor of different agcnrs. we can differentiate the expcrienccd delays.
We ran our simulations for 52 ms. with F = 1014 cells. corresponding to about 6.4 millinu switched cells for p = 0.2. and to 28 million cells for p = 0.1).
In the first scenario. That is. each diagonal has a cost factor which is n times the cost factor of the next right diagonal. We set U = 0.8619 to have a ratio of 100 between cost factors corresponding to the highest and the lowest priority diagonals. All input and output ports are loaded with the same amount of ualfic Performance results are shown in Fig. 4 for 2 priorities. and 1:ig. 5 for the i V priorities. A very good control of average delays is obtained by using the weight cwfficients. 
